Real-time protein biosensor arrays based on surface plasmon resonance differential phase imaging.
This paper reports the application of differential phase surface plasmon resonance (SPR) imaging in two-dimensional (2D) protein biosensor arrays. Our phase imaging approach offers a distinct advantage over the conventional angular SPR technique in terms of utilization efficiency of optical sensor elements in the imaging device. In the angular approach, each biosensor site in the biosensor array requires a linear array of optical detector elements to locate the SPR angular dip. The maximum biosensor density that a two-dimensional imaging device can offer is a one-dimensional SPR biosensor array. On the other hand, the phase-sensitive SPR approach captures data in the time domain instead of the spatial domain. It is possible that each pixel in the captured interferogram represents one sensor site, thus offering high-density two-dimensional biosensor arrays. In addition, our differential phase approach improves detection resolution through removing common-mode disturbances. Experimental results demonstrate a system resolution of 8.8 x 10(-7)RIU (refractive index unit). Real-time monitoring of bovine serum albumin (BSA)/anti-BSA binding interactions at various concentration levels was achieved using a biosensor array. The detection limit was 0.77 microg/ml. The reported two-dimensional SPR biosensor array offers a real-time and non-labeling detection tool for high-throughput protein array analysis. It may find promising applications in protein therapeutics, drug screening and clinical diagnostics.